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about a wolf who knows an ancient language; one that is hated and shunned, so is he, and is trying just
survive the cruelty of animals and humans in the Alaskan tundra
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1 - An Ancient Past

Over 100 years ago,a she-wolf named Shina, had such a strong bond with her master, that she learned
how to speak her language. On the day she tried to tell her master that she could understand her, she
was faced with two problems. First, since she was a wolf, her master could not understand her, because
she was a wolf, and could not verbally speak it. Second, her master was not rich, but despratley needed
money, so she had to sell Shina to a wolf kennel.
Because Shina communicated differently, and could understand humans, they hated and shunned her.
The only wolf that even came near her, was the biggest and meanest one there, Akuru. Eventually the
owner decided that, since they were the only two purebreds there, they will have pups.
Shina hated the idea, but Akuru was bigger and stronger than her, so eventually they had five pups.
Shina taught the pups the strange and foreign language she had learned, the pups passed it on to their
pups and thery, theirs.
Although they were many wolves spoke the language, the other animals did not like them, so they
attacked and killed most of them, now in the present times a young black wolf named Karasu travels the
Alaskan Wilds, lives and fights other animals and the world of humans, for his life.



2 - (no title yet....)

Karasu lay crouched in the snow, to tired and hungry to get up. He had been driven to the brink of
starvation. He knows a herd of deer was supposed to pass right in front of him, he just didn't know
when. Although being a wolf gave him high patience, he finally decided to just give up and find
food elsewhere.
 
Just as he stood up to leave, he felt the ground shaking, and saw a huge herd of caribou pass right in
front of him. He just stared at them in awe of their great numbers, then he bounded forward, jumping on
a bucks back. He hadn't waited to find the youngest, or oldest, or even a sick one, he just knew there
was food. With his jaws on it's antlers, and paws on his back, he tried to scratch the buck on the back,
hoping to hit a major blood vessel and kill it.

 
In the bucks surprise it started to jump around and knocked Karasu to the ground and had him trapped
under its enormous antlers. It shoved Karasu into the deep snow and turned his head from side to side,
giving Karasu cuts, marks, and gashes you wouldn't think could be given to a wolf. Then just as fast as it
started to freak out, it ran off, leaving Karasu in a bloodied, miserable mess in stained red snow.



3 - Close Call

As Karasu woke up, he tried to remember why couldn't move. At first he couldn't figure out why his body
was either blood or bloodstained fur. Then he remembered. He growled and yelled at himself for making
a stupid decision. He tried to get up and walk, but his legs trembled under his weight, and his front leg
collapsed, and he fell unconcious from lack of food and strength.

Suru was a huge black wolf. His paws were as big as a human's hand print, spread out.(basiclly just
think of the big white wolf in Balto, remember when Balto fell and woke up and a really big white wolf
came and howled,then they howled together...and Balto climed the cliff. Yeah, that one but black) Suru
and his ,mate Akami, travelled with their pack and they noticed drops of red snow on the ground, coming
from a huge pool of red snow. They looked at each other, puzzeled, so they followed the trail and saw a
black wolf lying in the snow.

Danan the pack beta, was the size of an average adult wolf, he had grey paws and legs and muzzle, the
rest of him white. He asked if he could see if the wolf had any chance of life. He got a yes and trotted
over to the wolf.
"Leader, I don't think he has much of a chance, he's just suffering now."

Suru nodded and said "He shouldn't suffer, take care of him Danan." then he and Akami left, along with
the rest of the pack.

Danan clamped his jaws over Karasu's throat, and started to close them when Karasu's eyes opened.

Three things happened in an instant.
Karasu's eyes opened and he bit Danan's leg and drug him to the ground, then let go and stood up
growling at him. Danan rolled until he stood and growled at Karasu.
"Who do you think you are, going around and killing animals who have done nothing to you?" Karasu
snarled as if nothing was wrong with him, but as soon as the words left his mouth his legs started to
tremble.

"You can speak..." Danan stood and stopped growling. "Stay here, I'll be back."

Danan ran off and as soon as Karasu was sure he was gone, he let him self collapse and he fell
unconcious.
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